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Congratulations 2019 MPS Award Winners!
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Join us on May 4th to honor our winners at the Annual Recognition Dinner!
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MPS Honors Dominic Sposeto
On May 4, MPS will recognize and thank Dominic Sposeto for representing MPS
at the Capitol for over 30 years. He has been our consistent presence and advisor
on all things legislative for the past three decades. His strong and deep knowledge
of the legislative process has strengthened our advocacy and his unwavering calm
have kept us in the thick of things. Mr. Sposeto has navigated us through some
choppy waters over the years; fighting for the first state parity bill in the nation,
steering commitment to balance medical and safety issues with civil liberties, negotiating the state’s first physician – APRN supervisory practice agreements, and
more. Dominic has seen the advent of the Provider Tax and birth of MinnesotaCare,
the closure of state mental health institutions and development of CCBHCs, and
recently the turn-around for CABHS. These are just a few factors that have shaped
psychiatric practice in Minnesota during his career.
Within MPS, Dominic has worked with 30 MPS presidents, several legislative
committee chairs, and hundreds of legislative committee members. He helped us
start our PAC and has a record of skillfully advising bi-partisan support for candidates. Over the years, Dominic has made friends for psychiatry on both sides
of the aisle, and across the broad spectrum of staff at the legislature allowing for
meaningful collaboration.
While the executive director office has moved from Gus and Pat Rowe’s kitchen
table to the MMA and finally to our current self-standing location, Dominic was
consistently representing psychiatry’s interests at the Capitol, with regulators and
governmental bodies, and with other legislative representatives.
The role of lobbyist is cloaked in mystery for most of us – it is both highly technical and very personal. Dominic is uniquely capable of juggling both aspects and
(Continued on Page 7)
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and
handling.
To order
Assessment
for this pastfor
year.
know
you will have great
goinge-mail
forward
discussion
theIsake
ofthat
cohesion.
oneleadership
or both, please
libsen@nami.org.
Minnesota Humanities Center, St Paul, MN
with our new officers and Council! n
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MPS-PAC and Elective Breathholding
Bob Nesheim MD, MPS-PAC President
For the (honestly bipartisan) Board

EMERGING
MPSPACRISKS

we exist, that we are personYour MPS-PAC Board — with the research help of MPS lobbyist
ally/actively involved, and that
Dominic Sposeto — carefully reviewed all candidates running
we generate local warmth and
for the Minnesota House. We do not endorse, but simply chip in
Minnesota Psychiatric Society Political Action Commitee
even heat, quite apart from
a bit, encouraging conversations. Dominic also helps us decide
MPS-PAC donations. This looks to be a hot year in the legislature
when to simply sit-out a race – with new faces of unknown
with contested funding, health care reform, psychologist prescribdisposition, or old races not likely to impact our legislative
ing — all the serious issues that squeeze our practices and
agenda in 2009. When possible, PAC contributions are handfreedoms.
delivered to the candidate over conversations. A phone call,
In the absence of the old checkoff contributions through APA,
letter or follow up check-in is another goal — to remind
AS THE PRACTICE
OF PSYCHIATRY EVOLVES,
you’ll find in each newsletter a MPS-PAC contribution form. Any
recipients just who and especially where we are, and what our
SO
SHOULD
YOUR
amountMALPRACTICE
serves as your bona fide COVERAGE.
membership intent; our goal is
issues mean to their public. This is a portable forum for
REMY
PALMER,
RPLU
still an unapologetic 100% MPS membership enrollment. We need
education, rather than simplistic spinning.
SENIOR ACCOUNT MANAGER
to rapidly restock our MPS-PAC coffers for the next election cycle
Not all funds we distribute stay “given.” Many sitting
(2010), when all House and Senate seats will be “in play” as these
members are “PAC’ed out,” having already received their
issuesto
surface
maximum. Some candidates
encourage
MPS
members
to
then
The dedicated experts at PRMS® aresame
pleased
bringagain.
you an enhanced
MPS-PAC membership is an excellent defense for your
consider individual donations, which have broader limits; we
insurance policy that protects you from the emerging risks in psychiatry.
profession in a time of dizzying change, amidst serious threats to
did that in our districts, and would encourage you all to do
patient access and safety. Thanks for your support! ■
likewise with your own candidates. They all need to know that

REQUIRE ENHANCED
COVERAGE

MEDICAL LICENSE
PROCEEDINGS

HIPAA VIOLATIONS

Psychiatrists are more likely to face
an administrative action than a lawsuit.

HIPAA enforcement continues to
increase at the federal and state levels.
Separate limits up to $50,000

Separate limits up to $150,000

DATA BREACH

ASSAULT BY A PATIENT

The use of electronic media in
psychiatric practice has increased.

Violence by patients against
psychiatrists is more common than
against other physicians.

Separate limits up to $30,000

Separate limits up to $30,000

These are just a few of our enhanced coverages included at no additional cost.
Visit us online or call to learn more and receive a free personalized quote.

More than an insurance policy
(800) 245-3333

PRMS.com/EnhancedPolicy

TheProgram@prms.com

Actual terms, coverages, conditions and exclusions may vary by state. Insurance coverage provided by Fair American Insurance and Reinsurance Company (NAIC 35157).
FAIRCO is an authorized carrier in California, ID number 3715-7. www.fairco.com. In California, d/b/a Transatlantic Professional Risk Management and Insurance Services.
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MPS to Recognize State Representative Dave Baker

Summit Reflections, Continued on page 5

psychotherapist. Dr. Jordan conducted an
values worth defending in our profesThe Minnesota Psychiatric
on his part for many years.
It Society
will be siderable
easier effort
for and commitment
informal poll prior to his talk and asked 10
sion. Ideas such as moral unity,
2019 Paul Wellstone Advocacy Award His efforts to secure the children’s mental health care safety net
people “what is a psychiatrist?” The
wholeheartedness and the
winner is Representative
Dave Baker. and
the Child and Adolescent Behavioral Health Services
psychiatrists
tosave
venture
answer was essentially, “someone who
biopsychosocial orientation presented by
The Society awards this recognition to Hospital (CABHS) will help the state continue to serve youth who
writes prescriptions.” He spoke of his own
our speakers were embraced by this
individuals who have
displayed
long with
need feedback
the level of intensive services only provided there. Repreforth
armed
journey to become a skilled psychotheragroup of psychiatrists. We must ultiterm commitment to advocation for sentative Baker’s steadfast commitment to building solutions and
pist and how we must sit with our patients
mately meet with other stakeholders to
Minnesotans with mental
The his leadership
addressing the opioid epidemic will save lives.
fromillness.
the membership
and
long enough to understand them and to
be part of the coming change in psychiaaward honors the memory of Senator These issues are significant to the mental health community and
get the therapeutic process started. He has
try and the rest of medicine. We appeal
Paul Wellstone, a beloved
advocate
for organized
psychiatry; this award honors him for all he does and
firmly
grounded
in values
shared his knowledge with young psychiato all Minnesota psychiatrists to get
justice and activism who fought for the with gratitude on behalf of all he serves.
trists who universally value it. Dr. Jordan
involved. I would personally like to see
needs of the mentally worth
ill, by selecting
Representative
will accept the 2019 Paul Wellstone
defending
in our Baker
advised that we explain our profession to
the MPS sponsor leadership training for
award recipients whose contributions personify these ideals.
Advocacy Award at MPS’s Annual Recognition Dinner at the
our patients and that we achieve and
its members in anticipation of the need
MPS welcomes the opportunity to recognize Representative
Minnesota Humanities Center on Saturday, May 4. n
profession.
maintain a biopsychosocial view of them.
for psychiatric leaders in the future. A
Baker’s contributions to mental health as a legislator, taking conAs much as the ideas of the speakers
psychiatric identity which includes
resonated, the order of the breakout
“leader” will better prepare our memIt will be easier for psychiatrists to
sessions likely handicapped our ability to
bers to create a safe and effective mental
venture forth armed with feedback from
produce a product at the end of the day.
health system for our patients. ■
the membership and firmly grounded in
MPSprocess
is pleased
to present
the
Distinguished
Service Award to
The
included
all three
speakers
in
Realmuto,
MD.
Dr.breakout
Realmuto has served MPS and this
aGeorge
row followed
by all
three
professional
community
in a variety
of roles throughout his career. Every year, we recognize one outstanding 4th year medical
sessions.
Each
breakout session
addressed
Realmuto
hasby
served
MPS
the Legislative Committee, the student from each of Minnesota’s medical schools. Winners
aDr.
question
posed
each of
ouron
three
Membership
Committee,
the Executive
and as the MN demonstrate exellence in the care of psychiatric patients, show
speakers.
During
the breakout
sessions,Committee,
the
performance
during
pre-clinical
and clinical
MPS
members
receiving dues
renewal notices
in the
coming weeks.
MPS rotaSociety
of Child
Adolescent
Representative
onwill
the be outstanding
large
group
was and
broken
into fourPsychiatry’s
smaller
tions
in
psychiatry,
and
exhibit
enthusiasm
for
the
psychiatric
and
APA
are
your
professional
organization
and
exist
exclusively
to
represent
Council.ofA10
steadfast
participant
and outspoken leader, Dr. Realmuto
groups
individuals.
Between
profession.
Award asset
winners
scholarlytoand/
Our
members
are our greatest
and produce
we hope excellent
you will continue
can be counted
on the
to tell
it like
it is.were
His candorpsychiatry.
and passion
have
breakout
sessions,
small
groups
or
research
activities
and
community
involvement
on behalf of
support
us
with
your
dues
and
your
time.
served our
community
well over
shuffled
so that
people would
havethe
a years. In addition to being
those
with
mental
illness.
The
2019
scholarship
winners
In
2006,
MPS
determined
to
raise
dues
for
the
first
time
since
the
eighties
byfollow.
active in
advocacy
chance
tostate
meetand
andcommunity
work with as
many programs, he has volunincrementally
increasing
the
annual
dues
from
$200
to
a
total
of
$300
per
year.
This
teered in
histhe
time
to represent
Minnesota
others
audience
as possible
includ-with AACAP and fought
year’s
dues
will
include
the
final
increase
which
amounts
to
just
13¢
a
day.
Two
for national
advocacy efforts as well.
ing
our speakers.
yearsinago
compared the increase to a latte a month. In today’s healthcare,
Since
Dr. Realmuto
has
served
as a professor
the we
Division
It
was1980,
challenging
to stop
the
momeneconomic
and
political environments, your membership
in thiswill
organization
of Child
Psychiatry
Claire Brutocao
graduate isfrom the
tum
fromand
theAdolescent
first breakout
session,at
inthe University of Minnesota.
simply
too
important
to
measure
in
pennies
and
dimes.
He held
administrative
and clinical roles and is a renowned
Mayo Clinic School of Medicine in May.
order
to critical
start over
with a new question
Health
care reform has the nation’s attention;
physicians,
especially
educator.the
Hisbenefit
research
been
in many areas,
especially
disruptive
Sheand
is known
for her
academic achievewithout
of ahas
talk
in between.
It
psychiatrists,
need
be
at
the
table.
The
APA
represents
psychiatry
those national
behavior
disorders,
developmental
disabilities, and autism, and he
ment, starting withinearning
her underwould
have
been easier
and more effective
discussions
and
MPS
works
with
the
Minnesota
Medical
Association
and the
hashear
close
to one hundred
papers. He well understands
graduate degree from Notre
Dame. That
to
a speaker
followedpublished
by a breakout
mental
health soluadvocacy community in Minnesota.
MPSher
is looking
for volunteers
to
how limiting
issues are by
andthe
has diligently
pursued
is where
scholarship
and leadership
session
while workforce
the ideas generated
serve
on
our
Legislative
Committee,
our
Subcommittee
on
Non-medical
Prescribtions in terms
of increasing
and
fellowship opportunities
emerged with notable accomplishments
speaker
were still
fresh andresidency
then repeat
the
our CNS Task
Committee.
Please
and building
and supporting
innovative
of integrated
andForce and our Public Affairs
covering
a variety
of contact
interestLinda
areas, most
process
with another
speaker and
that modelsing,
Vukelich
at
l.vukelich@comcast.net
or
651-407-1873
to
volunteer.
collaborative
care delivery.
notably as a founding officer for Compasspeaker’s
breakout
question. We obtained
We need
your voice as well as your dues tosionate
effectively
for psychiatry
As the medical
director
CABHS,
he fought hard
for children
Careadvocate
in Medicine
at Notre Dame.
considerable
feedback
fromof
the
breakout
and
the
patients
you
serve.
Please
renew
today.
■
and teens
complex
groups
butwhose
the day
ran outneeds
beforewould
the not have a home if not for Her leadership continued through medical school and she is curhis advocacy
onbe
their
behalf.
rently serving as the Mayo Class of 2019 Representative. A scholar
feedback
could
boiled
down into a
Dr. Realmuto
has served
this
professional
whole
group consensus.
Also,
some
of the community for nearly through and through, Ms. Brutocao has been a TA and curriculum
fifty years,
generously
offering hisintime
and insights and working developer since her second year. She is also a pre-med mentor.
harder
issues
were not addressed
depth
hard concrete
on solutions.
MPS members
honored
MPSisPsyservice demonstrates
her Mental
commitment
with
examples,
such as conflict
of himAwith
new the
booklet
availableClaire’s
throughvolunteer
NAMI – Advocating
for People with
Illnessesto
chiatrist perhaps
of the Year
Awardofingroup
2016. MPS as an organization
is happy
patient-centered
and
empowerment.
FromComing
the Emergency
interest,
because
in the Minnesota
Criminal
Justice System.service
The new
NAMI
video entitled
Home:
to honor him
now.suppressed
He has truly
personified our
shared mission
all Room
victim service
wellness
outreach,
dynamics,
which
difficult
Supporting
Your Soldier
is alsoto
available
for $20 and
plus community
shipping and
handling.
To orderher
along the way
Improving
Minnesota’s mentalone
health
care through
service
choices leave an impact.
discussion
for –the
sake of cohesion.
or both,
please e-mail
libsen@nami.org.
(Continued on Page 7)
education, advocacy, and sound psychiatric practice. n

Dr. George Realmuto Honored

Gloria Segal Medical Student
Award Winners Named

Valuable Assets in Tumultuous Times

Claire Brutocao - Mayo
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MPS-PAC and Elective Breathholding

We’ve got
you covered. MPS
PAC

Bob Nesheim MD, MPS-PAC President
For the (honestly bipartisan) Board

we exist, that we are personYour MPS-PAC Board — with the research help of MPS lobbyist
ally/actively involved, and that
Dominic Sposeto — carefully reviewed all candidates running
For over
30Weyears,
have but
provided
psychiatrists
with
we generate local warmth and
for the Minnesota
House.
do notwe
endorse,
simply chip
in
Minnesota Psychiatric Society Political Action Commitee
exceptional
protection
and
service. We offer
even heat, quite apart from
a bit, encouraging
conversations.
Dominic
alsopersonalized
helps us decide
comprehensive
insurance
coverage
and superior
risk donations. This looks to be a hot year in the legislature
MPS-PAC
when to simply
sit-out a race – with
new faces
of unknown
support
through
an “A” rated carrier.
with contested funding, health care reform, psychologist prescribdisposition, ormanagement
old races not likely
to impact
our legislative
ing — all the serious issues that squeeze our practices and
agenda in 2009. When possible, PAC contributions are handfreedoms.
delivered to the
candidate
over
conversations.
A
phone
call,
ANNOUNCING NEW ENHANCEMENTS TO THE AMERICAN
PSYCHIATRIC
In the absence of the old checkoff contributions through APA,
letter or followASSOCATION
up check-in PSYCHIATRISTS’
is another goal —PROFESSIONAL
to remind
LIABILITY PROGRAM:
find
in each newsletter a MPS-PAC contribution form. Any
recipients just•who
and Expenses
especiallyrelated
whereto
we are, and
what our
Defense
• Insured’s
Consent you’ll
to Settle
is now
Licensing
Board
Hearings
and forumrequired
of any
amount
serves as your bona fide membership intent; our goal is
issues mean to their
public.
This
is a portable
for in the settlement
Other
Increased
claim – No arbitration
clause!
still
an unapologetic 100% MPS membership enrollment. We need
education, rather
thanProceedings:
simplistic spinning.
$50,000 per
proceeding
rapidly
restock our MPS-PAC coffers for the next election cycle
Not all fundsLimit
we to
distribute
stay
“given.”with
Many
sitting
• First
Party Assaulttoand
Battery
NO annual aggregate (higher limits
Coverage:
(2010), when all House and Senate seats will be “in play” as these
members are “PAC’ed
out,” having already received
their Up to $25,000
are available up to $150,000)
reimbursement
same issues surface again.
maximum. Some candidates encourage MPS members
to then for medical
•
Fire Legal
Liability
Coverage:
related to injuries
and/or membership is an excellent defense for your
MPS-PAC
consider individual
donations,
which
have broaderexpenses
limits; we
Limit of liability increased to
personal property damage caused
profession in a time of dizzying change, amidst serious threats to
did that in our districts, and would encourage you all to do
$150,000 for fire damage to third
by a patient or client
patient access and safety. Thanks for your support! ■
likewise with your
own
candidates.
They
all
need
to
know
that
party property
• Emergency Aid Coverage:
Reimbursement up to $15,000 in costs
and expenses for medical supplies

• Medical Payments Coverage:
Increased limit to $100,000 for
Medical Payments to a patient or
client arising from bodily injury on
your business premises

IN ADDITION WE CONTINUE TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING MULITPLE
PREMIUM DISCOUNTS:
• 50% Resident-Fellow Member
Discount
• Up to 50% New Doctor Discount
(for those who qualify)
• 50% Part Time Discount for up to
20 client hours a week or less
• 10% New Policyholder Discount
(must be claims free for the last
6 months)

• 15% Child and Adolescent
Psychiatrist Discount for those
whose patient base is more than
50% Children and Adolescents
• 10% Claims Free Discount
for those practicing 10 years,
after completion of training,
and remain claims free
• 5% Risk Management
Discount for 3 hours of CME

(Above Coverage Features and Discounts are subject to individual state approval)

Visit us at apamalpractice.com or call 877.740.1777 to learn more.

L E A D E R S I N P S Y C H I AT R I C M E D I C A L L I A B I L I T Y I N S U R A N C E

ENDORSED BY THE
AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC
ASSOCIATION
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Summit Reflections, Continued on page 5

Gloria Segal Medical Student Award
Winners

psychotherapist. Dr. Jordan conducted an
values worth defending in our profesIt will be easier for
informal poll prior to his talk and asked 10
sion. Ideas such as moral unity,
(Continued
from Page 5)
people “what is a psychiatrist?” The
wholeheartedness
and the
psychiatrists to venture biopsychosocial orientation presented by
answer was essentially, “someone who
Claire Brutocao - Mayo
from Page
2)
writes prescriptions.” He spoke of his own
our(Continued
speakers were
embraced
by this
forth
armed
with
feedback
She is already a seasoned
with posters
covering
journey to become a skilled psychotheragroup presenter
of psychiatrists.
We must
ulti- a
range of topics. In fact, mately
we invited
to participate
in the MPS
pist and how we must sit with our patients
meether
with
other stakeholders
to
from the membership
andposterbesession
Spring Meeting
share
her change
poster, in
Psychiatric
long enough to understand them and to
part oftothe
coming
psychiaDisorders in Women withtry
Polycystic
Systematic
get the therapeutic process started. He has
and the Ovary
rest of Syndrome:
medicine. A
We
appeal
firmly grounded
inand
values
Review
Meta-Analysis.
shared his knowledge with young psychiato all Minnesota psychiatrists to get
Congratulations to Claire
Brutocao!
Choices
Psychotherapy
seeking a
trists
who universally
value it. Dr. Jordan is
involved.
I would personally like to see
worth
defending
in
our
advised
that
we
explain
our
profession
to
the
MPS
sponsor
leadership training for
contract child/adolescent psychiatrist for
our its
patients
and
that
we
achieve
and
its
members
in
anticipation
of the need
St. Louis Park and Chanhassen locations.
profession.
maintain a biopsychosocial view of them.
for psychiatric leaders in the future. A
This is a great opportunity to join a growing
Our U of Midentity
Medical
School
2018 Gloria
As much as the ideas of the speakers
psychiatric
which
includes
practice
of therapists
and psychiatrists.
Segal Scholarship
is Claire
Chapresonated,
the order
of the breakout
“leader”
will betterwinner
prepare
our memIt will be easier for psychiatrists to
puis.toMs.
Chappuis’
CV
demonstrates
sessions likely handicapped our ability to
bers
create
a safe and
effective
mental
venture forth armed with feedback from
In collaboration with the psychiatric
team, the
a priority
onfor
service
and a ■
focus on
produce a product at the end of the day.
health
system
our patients.
the membership and firmly grounded in
will speakers
have the
improving the human experience. Her
Theideal
processcandidate
included all three
in opportunity to
volunteer experience has predominantly
work
independently
and collaboratively. The
a row
followed
by all three breakout
benefited the local community, both in
sessions.
Each
breakout
session
addressed
position is contract and allows for a flexible
outreach to individuals experiencing
a question
posed
by
each
of
our
three
work schedule. The client base for this
homelessness to supporting research in
speakers. During the breakout sessions, the
position is child, adolescent, and/or
adults
andwill be receiving dues renewal the
MPS
members
notices
coming weeks.
MPS
U ofinMthe
Department
of Psychiatry’s
large group was broken into four smaller
and
APA
are
your
professional
organization
and
exist
exclusively
to
represent
Board
Certification
is
preferred.
The
qualified
Clinical Research. She also volunteers in organizational leadership
groups of 10 individuals. Between
psychiatry.
Our members
areUour
greatest
asset
and we
hope youher
willskills
continue
to
at the
of M
Medical
School,
leveraging
to organize
candidate
assess
client’s
complete
breakout
sessions,will
the small
groups
were vitals,
support
us
with
your
dues
and
your
time.
volunteer events benefiting the local community and facilitate edshuffled
that people would have
a
a socomprehensive
evaluation,
provide
In 2006, MPS determined
to raise
dues for for
the fellow
first time
sincestudents.
the eighties
ucational
opportunities
medical
Sheby
currently
chance
to
meet
and
work
with
as
many
Psychotherapy if indicated, document
careincreasing
incrementally
the
annual
dues
from
$200
to
a
total
of
$300
per
year.
This
serves as the co-chair of the Mental Health Awareness
Committee
others in the audience as possible includin EHR, prescribe medications in year’s
accordance
dues
will
include
the
final
increase
which
amounts
to
just
13¢
a
day.
Two
(MHAC) through Gold Humanism Society and developed and
ing our speakers.
with the Board of Medicine, provide
followyears ago
we compared
the increase
to a latte
a month.
In today’s
healthcare,
facilitated
a mental
health
awareness
curriculum
for 3rd and
It was challenging to stop the momeneconomic
and
political
environments,
your
membership
in
this
organization
is
visits
to breakout
clients session,
as needed.
4th year medical students and organized the annual conference.
tumup
from
the first
in
simply
too
important
to
measure
in
pennies
and
dimes.
Claire’s work experience working directly with people equally
order to start over with a new question
Health
care reformreflects
has the her
nation’s
Choices
Psychotherapy
offers
team,
focusattention;
on caringand
for physicians,
others. She especially
has uplifted patients
without
the benefit
of a talk in between.
It a billing
psychiatrists,
need
be
at
the
table.
The
APA
represents
thosealso
national
in treatment through her passionpsychiatry
for musicin
which
informs
a dedicated/comprehensive
would
have been easier and more effective administrative
discussions
and
MPS
works
with
the
Minnesota
Medical
Association
and
the
her
medical
endeavors.
to hear
a
speaker
followed
by
a
breakout
team who schedule all appointments,
mental health advocacy community
in Minnesota.
is looking
for Report,
volunteers
to
Ms. Chappuis
is slated toMPS
present
her Case
Schizoafsession
while the
ideas generated
byco-pays,
the
verifies
benefits,
collect
reschedule
serve
on
our
Legislative
Committee,
our
Subcommittee
on
Non-medical
Prescribfective Disorder and Narcolepsy without Cataplexy: An Uncommon
speaker were still fresh and then repeat the
patients, etc., EHR, administrators
are
ing, who
our CNS
Task Force
and our Public
Affairs
Please contact
Linda
Co-Occurrence,
at the
APACommittee.
in San Francisco.
Congratulations
on
process with another speaker and that
Vukelich
at
l.vukelich@comcast.net
or
651-407-1873
to
volunteer.
dedicated
to
marketing
your
practice,
and
all your success!
speaker’s breakout question. We obtained
We needout
your voice as well as your dues to effectively advocate for psychiatry
administrators
who
the guesswork
considerable
feedback from
thetake
breakout
and
the
patients
Please renew today. ■
groups
but the
day ran out before
the related to billing, you serve.
of the
ever-changing
rules
Dominic Sposeto Honored (Continued from Page 2)
feedback
couldcodes,
be boiledetc.
down into a
HIPAA,
making it look easy. He offers a calm and reassuring presence in
whole group consensus. Also, some of the
meetings and learned consultation in times of complexity. His
harder issues were not addressed in depth
knowledge of the process goes with the territory, but his ability
Resumes/inquiries
can
be
directed
to:
with concrete examples, such as conflict of
A new booklet is available through NAMI – Advocating for People with Mental Illnesses
to outreach, advise, and reassure advocacy newbies along with
Susan
interest, perhaps because of
groupDavis
in the Minnesota Criminal Justice System. The new NAMI video entitled Coming Home:
experienced members is second to none.
sdavis@choicespsychotherapy.net
dynamics, which
suppressed difficult
Supporting Your Soldier is also available for $20 plus shipping and handling. To order
We extend a sincere thank you to Dominic for all he has done
discussion for the sake of cohesion.
one or both, please e-mail libsen@nami.org.
for MPS and Minnesota psychiatry! n
952.544.6806 | choicespsychotherapy.net

CONTRACT PSYCHIATRIST

Claire Chappuis - U of MN

Valuable Assets in Tumultuous Times
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MPS-PAC and Elective Breathholding
Bob Nesheim MD, MPS-PAC President
For the (honestly bipartisan) Board

MPSPAC

we exist, that we are personYour MPS-PAC Board — with the research help of MPS lobbyist
ally/actively involved, and that
Dominic Sposeto — carefully reviewed all candidates running
we generate local warmth and
for the Minnesota House. We do not endorse, but simply chip in
Minnesota Psychiatric Society Political Action Commitee
even heat, quite apart from
a bit, encouraging conversations. Dominic also helps us decide
MPS-PAC donations. This looks to be a hot year in the legislature
when to simply sit-out a race – with new faces of unknown
with contested funding, health care reform, psychologist prescribdisposition, or old races not likely to impact our legislative
ing — all the serious issues that squeeze our practices and
agenda in 2009. When possible, PAC contributions are handfreedoms.
delivered to the candidate over conversations. A phone call,
In the absence of the old checkoff contributions through APA,
letter or follow up check-in is another goal — to remind
you’ll find in each newsletter a MPS-PAC contribution form. Any
recipients just who and especially where we are, and what our
amount serves as your bona fide membership intent; our goal is
issues mean to their public. This is a portable forum for
still an unapologetic 100% MPS membership enrollment. We need
education, rather than simplistic spinning.
C coffers
A L for
E N
D Aelection
R cycle
to rapidly restock our MPS-PAC
the next
Not all funds we distribute stay “given.” Many sitting
(2010), when all House and Senate seats will be “in play” as these
members are “PAC’ed out,” having already received their
Saturday, May 4, 2019, 8am-9pm, MPS Spring
same issues surface again.
maximum. Some candidates encourage MPS members to then
Meetings - Annual Recognition Dinner & Spring
MPS-PAC membership is an excellent defense for your
consider individual donations, which have broader limits; we
Scientific Session, Suicide: A Multidimensional
profession in a time ofApproach
dizzyingtochange,
amidst serious
threats to
did that in our districts, and would encourage you all to do
Risk, Prevention
& Assessment,
patient access and safety.
Thanks
for yourCenter,
support!
■ MN
likewise with your own candidates. They all need to know that
Minnesota
Humanities
St Paul,
www.MnPsychSoc.org, 651-407-1873
Congratulations to Dr. Ozra Nobari, one of the University of Minnesota Psychiatry Residency Training ProSaturday, May 11, 2019, 9am-12pm MPS
Council Meeting (Members are always welcome!)
gram’s third year residents, who recently was selected
PrairieCare Institute, 1934 Hennepin Ave,
for the APA Diversity Leadership Fellowship Award!
#300, Minneapolis, MN 651-407-1873
She is the U of MN program’s first resident to receive
May 18-22, 2019, APA Annual Meeting
this type of award. It is a very competitive fellowship
Moscone Ctr, San Francisco, CA Psychiatry.org.
award with only ten awarded per year.
Sunday, May 19 7-9 pm - MPS Get-Together @
The APA Diversity Leadership Fellowship is deAPA, B55 Craft House & Kitchen, SF Marriott
signed to develop psychiatry residents of minority and
Marquis RSVP to Linda - L.Vukelich@comcast.net
underrepresented groups into psychiatry leaders who
651-278-4241.
can provide high quality and culturally sensitive menSaturday, July 20, 2019, 9:30am-12pm
tal health services to diverse, underserved and at-risk
MPS Women Psychiatrists Brunch - Host: Diana
populations. These populations include—but are not limited to—American Indians/
Pandey, Minneapolis, MN. Email dianamNative Alaskans, Asian Americans/Native Hawaiians/Native Pacific Islanders,
pandey@gmail.com, 407-342-9335 to RSVP.
Blacks/African Americans, Hispanics/Latinos, LGBTQ, and religious minorities.
Babysitting available!
The Fellowship motivates psychiatry residents through the experiential learning
For more calendar updates, go to mnpsychsoc.org
and training opportunities of the program.
Dr. Nobari will begin her 2-year fellowship on July 1. MPS congratulates Dr. NoCongratulations, New Distinguished Fellows:
bari!. Thank you for representing Minnesota! n
Mary Androff, MD
Beth
Brandenburg, MD
Spring Meetings (Continued from Page 1)
Kathleen
Heaney, MD
The annual recognition dinner begins with a reception at 5:30 pm, dinner at 6:30
Robert
Jones,
MD
pm, and the awards program at 7 pm. Our evening will cap with a keynote presenMaria
Lapid,
MD
tation from APA President-Elect Bruce Schwartz, MD, DLFAPA.
Marie Olseth, MD
Join us on May 4 at the Minnesota Humanities Center for collegial networking,
KyleeAnn
Stevens, MD
stimulating presentations and inspiring awards. Register online at the MPS website,
Bruce
Sutor,
MD
www.MnPsychSoc.org, or return your mail-in registration form in the brochure
Helen
Wood,
MD
inserted in this newsletter. n

Ozra Nobari, MD, Wins National APA
Diversity Leadership Fellowship Award

